
January 5, 19119 

Harold, 

Here is a copy of a memo which I sent to every member of BSCA. Will 
they read it? Who knows. We have to try. 

I would like to know the details of the matter of discrepancies in 
the weight and/or numbering of fragments given Dr. Guinn. Do you have anything 
detailed on this? What about Dodd's questioning of Blakey the other day about 
fragments from the limousine which did not spectrographically match? Blakey 
never gave him an answer, you know. 

There is no charge for the JFK slides or the pictures on the MLK shooting. 
But do you happen to have an old copy of OSWALD IN NEW ORLEANS around? I would 
appreciate one (in any condition). Can't find a copy anywhere. 

Wallace Milani 



jamori 1. 1978 

Deer fellow Zonhody ansassination researcher, 

Mis memo was aunt to each member of the rennedy adtcomeittee of tho EWA on the above date. Hambern Stokes Lind Yeuntroy elgo were sent eopies. Copies are baingient to several researchers. 
Ws met continue to work to deer up the ME Exmamidnatim. In truth, the investigation (by us) in just now entering a new phase. It appears to me that some of the major matte:ye before us sees 
* ftrther teetingof the motorcycle tape to find the eviler shots from other caeca, which muat be there 
* proving that Oswald fired no shots but as a patsy 
* impeaahing the validity oft Lis medical evidence, yhiah we know to be lacking in authentieity. This relates to.. 
* provingthat the shot from the kaoll hit thePresident. 
* unooveringth e cover—up, which deliberately framed Oeweld eapectially the roles played by Warren Oammiesion, Dallas Police, CIA, Secret Service, anE certain athe retie (Time-life, CBS, foT arempla). 

kny comments on thin memo may bedireoted tea 

Wallace ?1s.:! am 	(901) 285-BL C{' 
N3n Toy Road Apto. 
Dyersburg, Tenn. 3E024 



January 3, 1979 

Dear Sir: 

I wish to thank you for your service on the House Select Committee on 
Imsaesinatione. I have been an active student of the Kennedy assassination 
since 1966 end have had a great deal of oontact with your committee, notably 
in the area of the wounds and the medical evidence. Tails I do not agree 
with many of the findings of the committee, I do appreciate your service 
and the large amount of new information which your committee vill make available 
to the group of private critics around the world. 

The purpose of this letter is to call your attention to certain facts which 
I believe should be made publioly known. I believe that you may not be aware of 
the existence of some of this information and the logical inferences to be drawn 
from it. The detail's of this information is contained in the acoompaoying 
memorandum. I ask you to examine it closely. 

The memorandum contains widow* that& 
(1) There was indeed a Shot from the grassy knoll. (Evidence for this is 

overwhelming, even without the acoustics ividenne. I as not certain 
that you have been told the full extent of this evidence.) 

(2) The shot from the knoll did not mire, but struck Kennedy in the head, 
Inflioting the fatal wound. 

(3) Oswald was not on the eixtb floor of the TSBD and did not fire any shots. 
(Your ocemittee's own eyewitneis and photographic widow* makes this pled, 

The aocompanying memorandum provides details concerning these 3 allegation'. 
In addition, I wish to make the following Observatienst 

(4) The handling of the medical evidence in this case was crucial and unsatis-
factory. Only this evidence precludes a fatal shot from the knoll. The 
eon:Mitts° was aware of the controversial nature of the medical evidence, 
but allowed Dr. Blume to testify without croon-examination by a single 
member of the committee, and with only the most perfunctory probing by 
Mr. Cornwell. 

(5) Evidence developed in oommittee indicates that the Dallas Police may have 
assisted Ruby into the basement to kill Oswald. How can your committee 
trust their other areas of investigation, including their reconstruction 
of the scene at the sixth floor of the T3BD? 

(6) The plan to turn unfinished matters over to the Justice Department is 
highly unsatisfactory, for it means, in effect, that the FBI will be 
investigating itself. 
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(7) If your oommittee is truly dedicated to the eventual disoovery of the trutb in this case, your decision will be to release evenv  document relating to the JIT ease from the Archives, along with a list of all documents known to be missing. Judge Griffin has seen the error of the Warren Commission's secrecy, and has called for such a total release. 

The private researchers with whom I have worked and will continne to work feel that now we are ready to begin the investigation. We have proof of con-spiracy, now we will dig for the reminder of the truth. It is unfortunate that the acoustic, evidence mild not have been developed by your committee in the fourth or fifth week of work, leaving time to look more diligently into the details of the conspiracy. 
I realise that you have been enmeshed in this matter for two years now, and that you may well wish to be through with it, but I ask you to read carefully this memorandum. It has been carefully prepared, and it has sons points to make. Thank you again for your efforts. 

Sincerely yours,,

} 
	2 

Ifia1aoe Milan 



THMOD OHM FROM TEN MOLL: 
1T I BELL, AEI iT DID NOT mas 

abrodmatim 
Acoustics experts at Bolt, Beranek and Newman of Boston auelyeed a tape-Teoording 

eats vben a Dallas moteroyele police men activated hie nierephone ;twitch during the 	• 
emsessination of President Kennedy. Comparison of sound patterte on this tape vith 
emend patterns produced by tests ie Dealey Plaza in September, 1976, led Bolt, Beranek 
end Newman to *waled.* that there were four shots fired-3 from the Texas School Book 
)epositore, and one from the right front (the "grassy knoll"). Bolt, Beranek and Neve 
eel ooncluded that the existence of the shot from the grassy e third in the 
equeucee-wes a "50-50 possibility." 

Since this presentation to the ESCA, EWA Weiss and Eismousat Aschenkasay of @nee= 
alese have conducted further, more detailed testing of the tape. This additional 
*search has led the two experts to conclude that the probability of a shot from the 
really knoll is "95 per sent plum." Mr. Weiss stated that, in legal terms, he would 
Amseider the existence of the shot to be "beyond a reasonable doebt." Mr. Barger of 
;telt, Beranek and lawman comers' in thin finding of a "95 per cent plus" probability. 

Repreeentative Sawyer of the EWA revealed the acoustics findingo on December 20, 
end the (committee met in speolal session on December 29 to consider the implications 
of the acoustics evidence. At this neetieg, Weiss, Asobenkasey and larger reaffirmed 
their findings of the shot from the knoll. 

SINCE TEE PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT C? TEE "95 PER CENT PLUS" CERTAINTI, TEE FBI AND 
fly VIRE SERVICES HAVE AT' AOHED TTSB ACOUSTICAL EVIDENCE OF °mummy, AND TEN 
VIIIMIrTNE HAS NAME IT CLEAR TUT 12 MIMS TEAT TED SHOT FROM. TBE rum MISSED 
THE PRESIDENT. 

TEE IMPRESSION BEING MATED BI INFORMATION SUPPLIED TO THE MEDIA AND TICS 
DIESEMNATED TO THE FOBLiC IS TEAT EVIDENCE OP A SHOT FROM TEE FRONT IS NEW AND 
anCORROBONATED, TEAT TBH ACOUSTICSEVTDRNIIE IS AN ABERRATION, SOMETHING WHICH 
lORRAMICTS A.I.I. OTHER FINDINGS. 

mss 

The purpose of this memo is to show (/) that there is ample corroborative evidence 
of a shot from the knoll and that this evideree was available to the Warren Commission, 
but was ignored; (2) that evidence ledioetee that this shot from the front did not edge, 
but struck the President in the right temple, infliotieg the fatal wooed; and (3) that 
the committee has uncovered other factual ieformetion which relater to the mirth floor 
of the TERD and which shows that Oswald did not firs the Coots which emanated from that 
place. 

A. 
WInrestiga6ive h*interrieve 	the FBI, Secret Service, Dallas Sheriffwe office, 

and by newepepereen as fter the ezeauelmation of the President, and by the Warren 
Commiesioe during its ineeiey reveal that at least 45 verso= in Dealey Plaza 
thought rime of the shots; same from the grassy knoll. Nhny more shots leoocated 
the knoll se the scarce than selected the TSBD. (See Chart 1 for a list of 
witnesses who thought shots creme from knoll.) 
At least 4 witneseee saw a men or man an the knoll daring the Clete, teat before 
the ebots or rtlmt efter. (Bee Chart 2) Included in their descriptions are two 
men who were not railroad employees but who were standieg together behind the 
stockade fence, a "oommotion" or "flash of light" behind the fence at the time 
of the shots, a man with a rifle stepping out of sight behind the fence, and a 
MAD running somess the railroad yarde after the shots with something in his band 
Ore of these witnesses. owe chased a man eseapine behind the fereel 

(2) 



Chart One: Witnesses  Who Said Shots  from Knoll 

1 a 

Victoria Adams 
Danny Arcs 
Mts. Donald Baker 
Ochus Campbell 
John Andrew Chisel 
jamme Crawford 
Jesse awry 
Mts. Avery Devil 
Harold Elkine 
Ronald Fischer 
Wesley Frazier 
Dorothy Ann Garner 
Bobby Wayne Hargis 
Mts. Peggy.Hawkine 
Charlee Hester 
Jean Hill 
S. M. Holland 
Emit Badman 
Robert Jaokson 
Mrs. Dolores Noonan 
Billy Lovelady 
A. J. Millie.= 
Joe Molina 
Loke Mooney 
Thomas Mbrpby 
Mts. Gayle lawman 
William Newman 
Orville Nix 
Frank Reilly 
Arnold Rowland 
William Shelley 
gdgar Smith 

22 H 632 
22 E 634 
22 H 635 
22 H 638 
24. H 529 
6 E 174 
4 H 150 

22 E 6142 
19 H 540 
19 H 475 
24 H 209 
22 H 648 
6 H 296 
CD 387) 

22 11341 
24 E 212 
24 H 212 
19 H 481  
24 11 117 
22 H 659 
24 H 2114 
19 H 486 

6 H 373 
3 H 290 

22 B 835 
22 E 642 
22 H 842- 
24 B 539 
6 H 231 

24 H 224 
24 H 226 
22 H 604. 

Joe Marshall Smith 
James 1N 
Roy Truly 
Barry Weatherford 
Seymour Weitzman 
Abraham 2apruder (82 
Forrest Sorrels 
Jane Berry 
Judith MoCully 
lie. Roberta Parker 
Lucy 'Whitaker 
Steven Wilson 
Mary Woodward Dallas 
Maggie Brown 	Dallas 
Ann Donaldson Dallas 
Maria Fay. Chia 
Roger Craig 
I. C. Todd 
Paul Landis 

r1

2 H 600 
7 H 558 

24 E 227 
19 H 504 
24 E 228 

Report, 11-22-63 
21 H 548) 
CD 5: 42) 
TAG1: 465) 
22 H 667) 
TAG1: 470) 
24 H 535) 

Morning News,11-f,: 
Morning Mews, 11-41 
Morning News, 11-;2 

24 H 205 
19 H 524 
19 11 543 
18 H 756 

Chart Two: WitnereeeLbcazir Encial 
(1) Lee Bowers--2 strange men etanding behind fame; a "flash of light" or 

"commotion" there at time of shots (6 H 267-286) 
(2) Jean Hill—chewed man in dark coat and had in railroad yards (6 H 210-213) 
(3) J. O. Price—saw man run &arose railroad yards after shots, something in hie 

bend (19 K 492) 
(4) Gary Campbell—law man pull rifle down and step behind  fence after shots 

0..ntorview with Penn Jones, Jr.) 
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(3) Three Dallas law enforcement officiate encountered nen whom they 
thought 

to be Secret Service agents in the railroad yards behind the fence af
ter 

the shots. (See Chart 3) it least cue of these men carried Secret Se
rvice 

oredentials. According to the Secret Service no agents were left in
 

return Plaza, and the first agent did net relen to the scene until almost 

thirty minutes after the assassination. 

(4) Photogeaphm clearly show an unidentified man on the knoll at the 
time of 

the ',hotel (See Chart 4) 
(a) The color slide known as Willis #5 reveals a man in dark clothing 

standing an the knoll behind a 4-foot concrete retaining wall 

last 5 seconds before the fatal head shot. According to the 
acouetioal evidence, the shot from the knoll originated within 

8 feet of thin area. Thetcanyalysts employed by the HSCA have 

confirmed that this is a human figure and that he "possibly" 

is holding a "lone, slender ebjeot." 

(b) The slide Johan by Hugh Utiliser Just before the shots also Owe 

this figure. 
(a) A number of frame's of the Uprooter film, beginning with Z413, 

shoe the head of this as seconds after the shots. It might 

be noted here that vhe* critic Robert Groden insisted that this 

was a human figure, the Rockefeller Commieeion (1975) ridiculed 

his finding, oalli!ng the figure "shadows" and "leaves" and then 

distorting Grodenis testimony. Now the HSU photoanalysts have 

confirmed that this is a home figure. 

(5) Seven witnesses standing on the railroad overpass and looking up Elm Strew( 
toward the motorcade maw a puff of smoke emerge from the stockade fen

ce 

atop the knoll. (See Chart 5) 
(6) Some of thee. eon from the overpass ran behind the knoll jest aft

er the 

shots and found mud on the base-of the stockade fend*, cigarette butt
s, 

and footprints in the mod—in prealeely the sass area where two men h
ad 

been seen earlier mud whore the smoke had appeared. (See Chart. 6) 

(7) Two witnesses--both patrolmeee-emel/ed gunpowder behind the fence
 after the 

shots, and Senator Yarbrough picked up the smell of genpowder on the 
car se 

he passed the knoll. (See Chart 7). It should be noted that t
he wind was 

gusting from the eouthumat and would not have blown gunpowder from th
e 

TSB]) toward the knoll. 

(8) Several witnessed, includiug Secret Service agente riding in the motorcade 

described the double nature of the last ehote--eounde very close toge
ther, 

too close to have been fired from one rifle, but consistent with the 
shot 

spacing of the eeousetic evidenne. (See Chart 8) 

B. EVIDENCE TEAT THE TEIRD SHOT (FROM TEE KNOW DID NOT MISS 

(1) There are meny coetroversies about the Zapruder film, whet it sho
ws and 

what it does not phew, but on-mite measurements and film obeorvation 

yield at least two indieputable facts 
(a) an oak tree blocked the view of the Presidential limousine free 

the Gth floor window of the TSBD from frames Z166 to 2207. 

(b) a shot etruck the President in the bead at 2312 or 313. 



Chart Six: Witnesses 
1 S. M. H a ollnd 
2 Jame SillOOMA 
3 Richard Dodd 
4 Seymour Weitzman 

cos At Knoll 

28, 1969 
24, 1966 

 Wha 	 r'acrun 	 r A. 

6 E 245) 
interview, March 
interview, March 

(7 H  107) 

2 a 
Chart Three: 	LublzDalJsemat:era Behind  Fence  

lretrolman Joe Marshall Smith H 535 2 Sgt. D. V. Harkness 	 6 H 312 3 Constable Seymour Weitzman 	 7 H107 

Chart Four: 	12fiaNOPho
lag (1) Willis elide #5--elan behind ocncrete wall seconds before head shot; "possibly* has a "long, slender object" in hands. 

(2) Betzner slide--eame an as in Willis #5, in same position. (3) Zapruder frames 41.3—t422—head of same men behind ooncrate wall, just after ebo 
(In addition, some photoanalysts believe that the Merman photograph show a an or men at the Garner of the stockade fence atop the knoll.) 

Chart Five: 1111Jtlfejit  1tbG Sax Blacks Co gg,.frora '1'w of Knoll 

3 S. M. Rolland 
4 	

22 H 833 2 Austin Hiller 	19 H 1485 
20 B 163 
22 H 836 

1 James Simmons 

interview, May 5, 1966 
interview, March 24, 166) 

interview, May 6, 1966 

Chart Seven: Vitnseele5W ZIERWA ga. 1 Patrolman Joe Marshall Smith(CD 205) 2 Patrolman Earle Brown 	(6 H 233) 3 Senator Ralph Taebrough, riding in motorcade (3rd oar) "could smell powder on our nearly all the way here (the hospital)." --Texas Observer, December 13, 1963„ 

Chart Eight: 21 2WASsid.i mot2._,4metane (1) S. M. Holland 	(6 B 207) 
(2) George Hickey, SS (1811 762) 
(3) Roy Kellerman, 38 ( 2 H 76) 
(14) William Greer, SS ('I, B 118) 
(5) Clint Hill, SS 	( 2  H 1144) 

5 
Clemon Johnaon 
Richard Dodd 
Walter Winborn 
Thomas Murphy 
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(2) The current reconstruction of the shooting by the EISCL (See Chart 9) is that the first shot (from TSBD) missed, seoomd shot (from TSBD) struck both lannedy and Connally (single-bullet theory). The third shot (from knoll) slimed the oar and its occupants, and the fourth shot (from TSBD) struck Kennedy in the head. 
(3) The spacing and timing of shots on the motoroyle tape is shown in Chart 10. Note the extremely short interval (1.6 seconds) between shots 1 and 2, said to have been fired from the sans rifle from the TSBD. 
(Ii) Problems arise when an attempt is made to correlate the microphone taps impulses with the Zaprader film (Chart 11), on the assumption that the head shot at Z313 is the 14th shot.* Chief among these problems are: (a) it requires that the first shot at Z166, fired just as the oar slid behind the branches of the tree and while the rear of the car was still visible, miss completely from a very close range (138 feet). The only evidence for a shot at this time is an alleged "startle reaction" from Kennedy and Connally inside the limousine (and this actually begins before Z166), a matter of subjective interpretation. 

(b) It requires a first impact point (2196) at a time  when the oar is blocked by the oak tree. This reconstruction would have a shot fixed blindly through the branches of the tree strike both the President and Governor Connally. This reconstruction is even more implausible than that presented by the Warren Commission. The 'single bullet theory" has long been considered the weakest part of their oase, but the BMA account of this shot requires not only that the bullet strike both men, but that it was fired with the tree in the path! Consider the logic: an assassin fires (Z166) with an open shot at aloes range, nisses, and then, in the briefest possible.  time (1.6 seconds) fires again, even though the tree blocks his sight andloy waiting less than two-thirds of a second—he could have an open shot. (c) This reconstruction requires an even longer period of delayed reaction for Connally than did the Warren Commission, which placed his wounding at Z210. 
(d) It requires that a shot fired at close range (about 80 feet) from the knoll totally missed the oar, its occupants, any spectators. No trace of damege frost a bullet, or of fragments from a bullet have ever been found along any trajeotory such a shot could have followed. 
(e) This reconstruction does not explain the wounding of James Tague or the scarring of the curb of Main Street near Tagus. It is not possible that a bullet fired and missing at Z166 could strike anywhere near this point. It is not likely that any fragment from the head shot could have traveled this distance (90 yards) and struck with the impact of chipping and marking a curb. (See Dealey Plaza diagram) 

ems lapse due to slowness of sound waves is not a factor here. The acoustics firm .‘d adjusted for this, calculating the sounds se they would have been perceived in he limousine. 
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Chart Nine' BMA Reconstrootion of Shots  

1 	6th floor, TSBD 
2 	6th floor, TSBD 
3 	grassy knoll 
4 	6th floor, TOD 

result  

missed car; not accounted for 
struck Kennedy and Connally; "single-bullet the*: 
missed oar; not accounted for 
struok Kennedy in head; fatal shot 

At 

Chart Tens Spatting of Shots; Motorcycle Taus 

12i emc a time interval Z-frame interval total tine 

1 6th floor, Tc"Bn 0.00 se*. 0.00 sec. 
2 6th floor, TSBD 1.60 30 1.60 

3 grassy knoll 5.50 100 7.10 
4 6th floor, TSBM 0.82 16 7.92 

Ms 

Chart Eleven: crr2101Ccortiniotle'rea (assuming 3rd shot missed) 

oosmeata source 	 frame 

1 6th floor,TSBD 2166 missed oar/not accounted far car going out of view 
behind tree 

2 6th floor,TSBD 2196 it JIM, Connally tree blocks window 
("eiogle-bullet theory") 

3 grassy knoll Z296 missedcarinot accounted for point-blank (75-80 beef; 

4 6th floor,TSBD 2312 hit JaeK in back of head fatal 'shot 

Chart Twelves Carrel-et/ow Z-film and Motoroyole TERI (assuming 3rd shot hit) 

No source frame 

1 6th floor,TSBD Z182 

2 6th floor,TSBD Z212 

3 greasy knoll Z312 

4 6th floor,TSBD Z327 

for tree blocks window 

view no longer blocked; 
oar Just coming from 
behind tree 

fatal shot 

could sowount for the 
Walthers object and the 
Tagus wounding 

missed car/not accounted 

hit JFKI. Connally 
("single bullet theory") 

hits JPE in right temple 

misses oar,strikes street 
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(5) However, if the third shot from the knoll struck the President at 
Z312-313, and the 4th shot, from the TSBD is programed to have missed 
just after (Z327), the correlation beltween film and tape beeomes MAT* 
acceptable. (See Chart 12) 

(a) The first shot (Z182) would have been fired while the oak tree 
bloeked the view from window. It missed. 

(b) The second shot (Z212) would have been fired after oar emerged 
from behind the tree, striking both gen. Kennedy is clearly 
reacting at this tine; Conmally's reactions are subject to much 
aontroverly. 

(c) The third shot from the knoll (Z312-323) would have struck the 
President in the head, inflicting the fatal wound. 

(d) The fourth shot, fired at 2327 from behind, would have missed 
the oar and continued down Ilm Street. 

(e) Notice that this reconstruction eliminates many problems: the 
idea of a "blind shot" striking both men, the absurdity of a 
point-blank miss from the knoll with the oar virtually stationary, 
and the absence of any evidence of a missed shot from the knoll. 

(f) In addition, the concept of a missed shot at 2327 could help to 
explain two pussling matters: the wounding of James Tague and 
the mysterious disoovery and confiscation of some object near 
a manhole cover on the south side of Elm Street. 

(i) Tagus was struck In the face by a ballet fragment or 
a chipped piece of concrete daring the shooting (see 
Dealer Plasa diagram). A bullet mark was found on 
the curb of Hein Street near where he struck. The 
metallic makeup of the bullet made it likely that it 
had struck another objeot first. 

(ii)luddyllialthers and an unidentified man are seen to find 
something in the grass along Elm Street (see Dealey 
Plaza diagram) nine minutes after the idiots. Photos 
by Jim Murray record these events, including the pocket- 
ing of the object by the unidentified man. Weathers 
denied that any object wee found. 

(iii)Clearly a first shot miss from the TSBD at 2166 could 
not account for these markings. (See Dealey Plaza diagram) 

(iv)Clearly, no shot from the knoll oould have mused these 
markinge. (See Dealey Plaza diagram) 

(v) However, if a line is drawn from the TOD window through 
the position of the limousine at 2327 in the assumption 
of a 4th shot miss from there, it lines up perfectly 
with the Walther* position and comes very near the curb 
mark and James Teens. (See Dooley Plana diagram) It night 
seem reasonable that a gunman aiming for another shot from 
the'TSBD had the bead on the President's head thrown off 
by the jolting hit from the knoll and, firing instinctively, 
missed over the oar 0.82 seconds later. 

(g) The movement of the President's head after being struck at Z312-313 
ham long been a matter of controversy, and expert testimony that it 
is consistent with a shot from the rear has never proven persuasive 
when notched against what the eye sees in the Zapruder film. It 
would be difficult to tell an observer of the film that a shot came 
from the right front along about the time of the heed shot, show 
him the film, and than convince him that the shot missed. 

03) The Igesmame, witnesses standing near the President on the north curb 
of E/m Street, said the abet struck the President in the right temple 
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(1) The violent backward movement of blood and brains from the head wound 

is shown by the splattering of motorcycle patrolmen Burgle and Martin 

to the left and rear of the oar at the tine of the shots. 

(j) Whether or not the bone fragment (Harper fragment) recovered in the 

grass was occipital bone (as first reported) or parietal bone (ae 

now olaimed), the fact remaine that it did fly backward and to the 

left from the head, as did other fragments, such as the ones seen 

by Charles Brehm and found by Sena= Weitzman. Though it is not 

possible to pinpoint preoisely where these were seen, it is amply 

clear that they were behind the oar. 

(5) The major objection to a third shot from the knoll striking the President 

in the head is, of course, the X.-rays and photographs allegedly taken at 

the time of autopsy. These oloarly indicate that two shots streak the 

President from the rear. Prover, it should be noted here that there in 

no conflict between the concept of a shot from the knoll hitting and the 

observations made by the Parkland doctors before the body was illegally 

taken from Dallas for the autopsy. It should further be noted that there 

has been mob controversy over the authenticity of the nedioal evidence: 

a Meteria/s are aiming (including the brain). 

b For some years, persons were not allowed to see the remaining materials. 

o Those who exemined the photographs and X-rays have reported oonflicting
 

acuounte; no,two observers wee the same thing. 

(e) Serious oonflicts, as yet =resolved, exist between observatiome of 

the Pertleed doctors and the Xerays and photographs. 

(e) Serious conflicts, as ye% unresolved, exist between observations made 

by FBI agents attending the autopsy and the autopsy report. 

(f) Serious conflicts, as yet unresolved, exist between the autopsy 

report and the current Xemays and photographs 

(6) The MCI did not deal honestly with the medical questions, especially the 

questioning of Dr. 317114,, but instead rushed to oonfirn the hypothesis that 

all shots ammo from the rear, beoause at that time the committee was working 

on the theory that all shots cane from the TSBD. Would knowledge that a s
hot 

did none from:point-blank range at the right-front have changed 
the way the 

medical investigation was conducted? 

(7) The BSCA has used this questionable medical evidence es the starting 
point 

of its reconstruction of the shooting. To acoept a third shot hit from 
the 

grassy knoll at Z312-313 would forte the committee to face the fact that 

someone with4h1 the U. S. government tampered with the medical evidenoe, 

Which would be evidence of a massive cover-tip within that government. 

(8) In spite of tits impressive amount of evidence for a shot from the
 knoll, the 

Warren Commission never seriously investigated the possibility. The manner 

in which it avoided facing the issue clearly indicates that it deliberatel
y 

avoided the natter. In truth, the Commission's organisation never 
permitted 

it. There were six major areas of investigation designated; the problem o
f 

shots from the front would have fallen between Area Is The Basic Facts and
 

Area II: The Identity of the Assassin. In March of 1964, Earl Warren asked 

a Commission counsel to clear up the rumor that shots had been fired from 

the overpass.  Bare we see the true deceptive nature of the inquiry, and 

the desire to avoid the large body of evidence pointing to a shot from 

the knoll; for the railroad workers who assured the investigators that no 

shots came from the overpass where they were standing also told them of 

puffs of smoke they had seen on the knoll. Certainly this should have 

led them to look for corroborating evidence—of which there was an abeneen
ee 

as we have seen. 
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And how did the Commission deal. with this infcreation4 By completely ignoring the knoll and creating a straw mane-the charge that the shots came 
from the bridge (easily disprovable)--egad tearing it down. In the eeotion of the Report  called "Speculation and Rumors" (op.839-640) we find: 

Speculation--The shote that killed the President came from the railroad 
overpass above the triple underpass. 

SpoeviatianeeThe railroad overpass was left unguarded on November 22. Spec-elation—There are witnesses who alleged that the shots cane from 
the overpass. 

Speculations-+A rifle cartridge use recovered from the overpass. 
These speculations: were easily dieeiiaeed, of ()curse. The Report  

stated that "The Commiesion does not have knowledge of any witness who saw shots from the overpass," but did not reveal that it had dozens of vitnesees who said 
the shots Game from the grainy knoll. It reported that "the 2 policemen and 13 
railroad employees who were on the overpass all affirm that no ehots oame from 
the averpass," without ea e&we that 3  of these men ;law awoke appear on the knoll and that these  men had found evidence of m. . 1211h..ad the wall Apt after the shots. 

C. EVIDENCE TEAT OSWALD DID NOT FIRE ANY SHOTS FRO!( TB BOOK DEXOS1TORY 
The BSCA has evidence in its possession, sone of it developed by its own 

scientific =ports, which proves that Lee Harvey Oswald did not fire any shots at the Presidential limousine: 
(1) Carolyn Arnoldis testimony 

(a) An FBI etatemont taken on November 26, 1963, by Speoial Agent 
Serrison (DL 89-43) states that Mts. Arnold, a secretary in the 
TSBD saw a man she thought was Oswald "standing in the hallway 
between the front door and the double doors leading to the rare-
house, located on the first floor." The statement relates that 
she could not be sure that it was Oswald, and that the tine was 
"a few minutes before 12:15 PK." 

(b) Mts. Arnold recently told investigative reporter Earl Cole that 
this FBI report is in serious error, and that she never told the 
agent those facto. According to Ere. Arnold, she told the agent: 

(i) that she maw Oswald on the second floor, in the lunchroom 
eating lunch (where he is reported to have claimed that he 
was 

(ii) that there was no question of the recognition; she knew 
Oswald well beoanee he often got change from her 

(iii) that the time was 12:25 not "a few minutes before 12:15" 
(o) Mts. Arnold's account is almost certainly correct. A later FBI 

report (DL 100-10461) an March 18, 1964, by agents Trettis and 
Robertson, details a second interview with Mts. Arnold. This 
interview she read and :signed. In it, she states that she left 
the Book Depository at 12:25, but omits ahy statement about seeing 
Oswald previous to leeving the building because of the type of 
question ohs was asked, "Did you see Oswald at the time of the 
shots?", to which she had to answer, n did not see Oswald at the 
time President Kennedy was shot." A very sinister possibility 
presents itself here: Agents Trettis and Robertson nuAt have read 

her earlier statement, whether it is the one attributed to her or 
the one which Harrison wrote. The key part of that etatement 

was that she saw Oswald away from the 6th floor Just before the 
eseassination. Yet Trettis and Robertson asked her nothing about 
this. Her estimate of the tins at 12:25 conflicted with the earlier 
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account, but notioe that she sigued the etatement indloating that 
she left the Depository at 12:25, but near read or signed the 
previous statement attributed to hers that she eaw Oswald in the doorvey 
and net in the lunchroom. (d)That her statement concerning seeing Oevald at 12:25 is alnoet certainly 
oorreot is corroborated by the fact that she does not remember seeing 
the incident of the aebulamos summoned to treat an epileptic StclAgUre 
at the oormer of Houston and Elm. This event took place from 12:22-
12:2!a. That tea. Arnold did not see this is evidence that she did not 
leave the Depository until 12:25. (e) The =locoed* wee scheduled to pees the Depository at 12:25. Did the 
assassin wait until after that moment to go the sixth floor? And when 
did he assemble the rifle? And who wee the net Howard Brennan more 
he say/ Or that Ronald Fischer saw? Or the two men seen by Garelyn 
Walthere and .mold Rowland? (e) The poseibility of misrepresented testimony by the FBI in the :ease of 
Mrs. Aonold's enperienoe is a very serious one, and, if true, can lead 
to only com comolunioas that that agency took steps to frame Oswald. If 
he was indeed guilty, why was this necessary? (2) After the shots 

(a) The first knowm encounter with Oswald after 12130 took place at about 
1 minute 20 seocrds to 1 minute 30 seconds after the shooting on the 
'coma floor, imside a vestibule leading to the lunohrooe (where Mks. 
Arnold *eye she saw Oswald ahosit six minutes before). Marrion labor 
of the Dallas: Police and Superintendent Roy Truly of the Book Deposi-
tory encountered Oswald there, and such !peculation has been given to 
whether or not Oswald could have had time to get to the estoond floor 
from the sixth floor after firing shots from there. Secret Service 
tests in 1964 indicated that he could barely have made it. 

(b) Just after this, approximately 2-3 minutes after the shooting, Mks. Reid 
of the Depository staff saw Anon strolling across the second floor 
area drinking a soft drink. Be is then alleged to have left the building 
by the front door. (c) Photoemelytio work by Dr. Bob Bunt of the MCA photoanalytio panel in-
dicates that whoever fired the shots from the 6th floor window remained 
there for some time after the shooting. (i) amelysis of the Dillard photo (taken at approximately 

30 smoomds after the shots) and of the Po ell photo (taken 
2-3 minute, after the assassination) showed. that "something 
or someone moved boxee around in that room" in the interval 
between the two photographs. Boot described "boxes risino 
up between other boxes" during this interval. (ii) Hunt's analysis has eyewitness support. Fourteen years ago, 
Mkn. Lilian Mooneyham, watching from the courthouse across 
the Plaza, eay a man standing behind book cartone in that 
same window about I..5 ninntee after the shots (24 H 531) 

(d) 	person stacking the book oextoes and standing behind than cannot 
have been Lee Harvey Oswald. During the time the photos were taken, 
he was aeon on the second floor by three pore one. During the time 
Fire. Mooneyham eau her person, Otwald must have been hurrying 'nip Elm 
Street to catch the bus. 



(a) There certainly is no problem in projecting the idea that one or more persons remained on the 6th floor after the photo and rebuilt the book cartons into a "sniper's newt." The Dallas police did not stop ou this floor and eearch it for over 30 minutes, and the "sniper a nest" was not found until 1:12 P.M.--42 minutes after the shooting. A more significant question would be who vas in a position to know that there was auple time to fire the shots, build the nest, and still ecoape detection. The answer, obviously, is those in con-trol of events around the Depository: some of the Dallas police. (3) The Bronson Film 
(a) it this point, analysis of the Bronson film, which allegedly shows two figures on the 6th floor at about seven minutes before the motor-cade, is incomplete. If, as suspected, it reveals two figures there, this will be further evidence of a conspiracy to frame Oswald, for Arneld plaoas him ma the aeoond floor at this time. (b) Even without the Bronson film, the testimony of Arnold Rowland and Carolyn Walthere places two men on the upper floor together, one with. S. CCM. 

o A FINAL NOM MOSE SBOTS 
(1) It is not usually recognised, but the sooneties evidence is based an correlations between the microphone tape and test firings free two areas mar) the knoll and southeast corner of the TSBB. (2) I firmly believe that acoustics ocrrelation should be attempted from at least two other areas: the acuthwest oorner of the TSBD and the County Records Building as Houston Street. 
(3) The finding of a shot from one of these areas which struck Connally would elimi-nate the great skepticism aver the "eingle-bollet theory." (4) We already know that there was a compiracy; we have the microphone tape. not make the tests total and complete? 


